
Jihad II - Breaking the Silence  

Greetings children of G_D Most High ... may you still, during these times of 

tribulation, be abundantly blessed by THE G_D of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob ... THE 

G_D of Israel ... THE ETERNAL G_D of all creation! 

For years now we have watched patiently … waiting … pondering … and yes now 

suffering as the olam collapses under the onslaught of powers and principalities. May 

we remain steadfast and hopeful and resigned to the will of ELOHIM! 

Quite ironic that while we see the WORD of G_D manifest so vividly in the world … 

the very days of Noah and YESHUAH rush upon us. All the while voices of the hosts 

of purported believers has been virtually silent. Eyes are blind and ears are deaf! 

They remain sleeping as: liberties are stripped away … constitutions are rewritten 

via whimsical draconian dictates … mass panic disrupts economics and life across the 

world … nations succumb to globalism … and on and on! Who would believe the report? 

And many ask … where are the signs?  

The signs beloveds are “EVERYWHERE” … one need only look. Yet even at the highest 

heights of synagogues and churches we see only business as usual. It would appear 

that the rebels and anarchists are preparing better than YESHUAH’s own children 

… it is quite disheartening indeed.  

Yet there are some like our own Psalmist who has been resonating … sending forth 

both love songs and numerous messages in the hopes that some would hear and listen 

and act! These messages, when pondered, depict oh so clearly what has been and is 

happening! Yet through the last four years of broadcasting the numbers of site 

visitors and down-loaders remains only steady. It is clear that so few really believe 

we are in anything but a global bump in the road … that the later days are not growing 

shorter and shorter in number. 

So why Jihad II? The answer is simple dear ones: The onslaught of the enemy is a 

holy war to THEM! With the utmost fanatical and religious fervor, the globalist seek 

destruction of all that is good and really HOLY. So why can’t we see them for who 

and what they really are? Where is the smoking gun exposing the perpetrators of 

such wicked machinations? 



The answer of course is that ELOHIM is the one WHO has levied the great delusion. 

It is G_D WHO has dulled the senses and rational thought processes of peoples … 

because the peoples have abandoned G_D! 

“Let science save us … heal us … we are afraid of death!” This is the cry of the 

peoples be they purported believers or not! Is it simply the scribe or can others see 

this festering disease, the delusion, take hold of our most precious institutions, 

liberties and yea our very lives? 

Who more so than dear Israel has emerged as the head and not the tail? Yet so very 

sadly for the world in horrible way. In their zeal to become just like one of the 

nations, Israel has succumbed so rapidly to the delusion … not only putting their 

trust in mankind … but more so championing this folly as a sign to the nations. And 

this folly is a sign indeed as Judah joins with Ephraim in goring the nations. Who 

then will lead the world back to Torah if not Israel? Woe to the Earth! 

But seriously fellow travelers … here we are on the very eve of the 20th year 

anniversary of the world changing event that was 9/11/2001 … another date that will 

live in infamy. Perhaps this anniversary 9/11/2021 hurts even more as we simply sit 

back and watch the battle being abrogated … sit back as the great USA spits and 

urinates on the graves of those who lost their lives that day and the thousands more 

patriots who sacrificed their lives combatting that wickedness which they referred 

to as “Jihad”! Even now abandoning their own … it is a disgrace of monumental 

proportions. 

Well there is a reason why the name is Bavel … a reason why the peoples are so 

confused … that reason of course is clear only to those who cleave to and soak in the 

truth of G_D’s WORD. Yes of course the scribe knows that we are the dung of this 

world and that our truth is the folly upon which they giggle and scoff at … but know 

now that same giggling is being replaced by militant disdain! They will no longer 

tolerate having the truth resonated … they will no longer tolerate the corrective 

WORD of REALITY! 

But still the convergence of realms looms closer and closer as the linear folds in upon 

the circular. The repetitive patterns of G_D’s revelation(s) are there for all to see 

and none have excuse! 



Oh yes Jihad I has given way to Jihad II … and now the tribulation of the saints 

becomes the stark reality. Who thought that Israel would temporarily escape the 

beast’s wrath through acquiescence? But this also shall wane! 

Get ready for the recoil beloveds of THE LORD … the roller coaster is heading for 

a treacherous downward drop and all must hold on tightly to what you have! 

Just the other day I saw a very tell-tale look on an individual at the local convenience 

store who was quite perturbed that I was not wearing a mask. So she told me quite 

crossly that just because we are vaccinated that we need to be mindful. Naturally 

her annoyance turned into horror when I informed her calmly that I was not 

vaccinated and also that I would appreciate her keeping her distance from me since 

she is most likely a spreader of whatever disease is being spawned within these poor 

individuals. She looked at me with grave disdain and then stated that because of 

people like me everyone will suffer and die … I should be ashamed of myself she 

snorted! 

Frankly this poor woman encapsulates the stunning ignorance of the masses. We 

already know, despite the lies of mainstream media, that vaccination does not stop 

the spread of COVID.  

 



Yet still the lies continue … the loss of liberties persist … the intrusion by the Powers 

grows and all things point to forced vaccinations … or else. Ironically after the 

release of the news article above it appeared that everything globally turned upside 

down and within a week or so the news continues reporting how nearly 99% of 

individuals being hospitalized due to COVID were unvaccinated. C’mon … how silly and 

stupid do they think we are? Sadly the answer as an overall population is “very 

stupid”! 

If one is not convinced of such things just search for news about what is going on in 

Australia these days … it is surely a portent of things to come globally! 

Back in the capital seat of Bavel …  

 

 



 

So now it is apparent that those who choose to put their fates into G_D’s hands … 

those who choose to forego this ominous and vile physical intrusion … those who see 

this scenario unfolding in a manner oh so close to Biblical Prophecy … are essentially 

to be deemed as enemies of the state.  

Yes this is the sad fact of the matter … at the end of the day this experimental 

mRNA and nanoparticle concoction … this fast tracked scientific wonder … this 

solution which does not appear to solve much of anything … assuredly has its 

purposes! For some these purposes appear to be quite nefarious leaving those who 

do not drink the kool-aide looking at the scenario where soon they might neither be 

able to buy or sell … hmmm! 

 



Let us not be asleep beloveds … we were warned two thousand years ago how things 

would play out … how tribulation would escalate … the signs to be watched for! The 

Jihad is upon us and the least of our worries is ISIS or Taliban … though of course 

they have their parts to play! 

Jihad II is indeed a holy war … it is the war against the Saints. If one does not 

consider the implications of what is coming … then perhaps a reminder is in order: 

And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a 

mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: 13:17 And that no man might buy or 

sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. 

13:18 Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the 

beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and 

six. 

Vaccination, Contact Tracing, Humanism, Globalism … who would ever in two thousand 

years … believe this report? 

Flee beloveds … flee to the hills if you can! 

 

All power, glory and praise to G_D MOST HIGH forever and ever! 

 

Shalom Aleichem ... P.R. Otokletos 

 

 


